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BRAND NEW, Tribute to Jonathan Makeba, Maia Altair, Africa is
a beautiful and diverse continent. The birthplace of humanity
and mother of civilisation, it is blessed with an abundance of
natural resources. However most African countries continue to
remain poor and underdeveloped! Have you ever wondered
why? With so many natural resources why can't the
governments sell them in the international market and
redistribute the wealth back into the area and among the
people? What went wrong and why does it continue to go
wrong? This book tells a captivating adventure story of Altair
Maia a businessman from Brazil with a strong reputation in
African business affairs. He gets invited to Burkina Faso, West
Africa to rescue a failing business project started by Jonathan
Makeba. Jonathan Makeba was a politician and businessman;
the president of a small agricultural mining company in
Burkina Faso. Makeba makes a deal with a huge international
company in the USA for a mining project. They intend to mine
phosphate for use in agriculture and sell globally. This
promises to radically improve the economy and bring an
entirely new level of social and economic development to
Burkina Faso and...
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An exceptional publication as well as the font employed was exciting to see. it was actually writtern extremely
flawlessly and helpful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dom inic Collins-- Dom inic Collins

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but
better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefa n V on-- Stefa n V on
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